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POST-SOVIET JEWS IN GERMANY AFfER 1989

They should never have been there in the first place, the Jews in Germany.
On this matter there was consensus among Jews from all parts of the world.
ln July 1948, for example, the World Jewish Congress reaffirmed its ruling
prohibiting Jews ever "to settle on the bloodstained soil of Germany. "1 The
metaphor "soil of Germany" was then taking its first steps. A similar and even
more radical tone emerged from a report written by Gershom Scholem two
years previously, in autumn 1946, summarizing his mission to transfer
collections ofJewish books, libraries, and ritual objects, out of Germany under
the auspices of the committee for "Jewish Cultural Reconstruction." 2
Apprehensive of the initial signs of a new German sovereignty and what this
in1plied, Scholem unequivocally asserted: "The main thing is to take out
whatever is possible, and the question to where is of secondary importance. "3
While he dicl not use the phrase "German soil," his words attestecl to the great
urgency of emptying the territory. "ln practical terms," he wrote, "one could
propose that they be transferred to Holland or to Paris[ ... ] ifthis should prove
impossible owing to legal misgivings on the part of the American authorities
[... ] we should request that they be transferred to America and kept there until
things have been finally clarified, just so they do not remain in Germany. "'
With occupation on the one hand, and the initial stirring of West-German
sovereignty under Colcl War conditions on the other, various Jewish bodies
went about transferring the remnants of Jewish life to other places while
prohibiting and de-legitimizing any continuation of this life in Germany. This
issue was particularly critical for the Zionist perspective. Its leaders regarcled
the remaining survivors who had assembled mainly in the American
occupation zone as reserves bolstering their claim to sovereign existence in
Palestine. On both the practical and the symbolic plane this renewed Jewish
life was beginning to emerge under the protection of the Allies, signaling the
ultima te undermining of the collective, nationalJewish claims. It is against this
background that one should appreciate the fervor with which Chaim Yahil,
upon completion of his missío.n as head of the Israeli clelegation in Germany
in 1951 , wrote his renowned report in which he drew the portrait of the new
community with loathing and fear:

J TI1e Worlú Jcwish Congress Collection , Rcsolutions adopted by the Sccond Plenary
Assembly of thc World Jewish Congress, Montreux, Switze rland, June 27:July 6, 1948, 7.
2 The Ccntral Archive for the History of the Jewish People, A Report by Prof. Gershom
Scholcm about his mission to Europc Concerning tbe Jewish Culn1ral Reconstmction (in Summer
1946), 19.11.1946, File no. P.3/2059.
3 fhid , 12.
4 Ibid.
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It is disgraceful that there are those who were not yet able to take leave of the
fleshpot and in the third year of the existence of the State of Israel are still residing
on Gerrnan soil. The twenty thousand 'displaced persons' who are to this day still
in Germany are not onJy besmirching the honor of Israel but also constitute a danger
to the entire nation [ ... ] as long as the Jewish collective remains in Gem1any,
particularly a community without roots and values, fundamentally parasitic and
provocative in its manners, we are subject to the danger that rampant antisemitism
may once again serve as the main adhesive agent in the regeneration of a nationalist
Germany and that its splendid poison will spread out from here to the remaining
countries of the Diaspora; and furthennore, the very existence of this licentious
Jewish collective in Germany constitutes a force that attracts the most lawless
elements in the European diasporas and is liable to grow and multiply. 5

ln Yahil's report one finds images and opinions towardJewish existence ín
post-war Gennany that took root and would become fixed. These views sít
alongside, and of course ín opposition to , the normalization of relations
between the German Federal Republic, the West ín general, and Israel ín
particular. As relations with Germany stabilized following the reparations
agreement with the State oflsrael, and the "Jewish Claims Committee" of 1952
onward, from the outset they were meant to circumvent the Jews living in
Germany, and to prevcnt a situation ín which claims for compensation and
return of property would be settled with them, rather than with the selfappointed representatives of the Jewish people as a whole. Yet Jewish life ín
Germa.ny, as we know, stabilized ín spite of these plans and despite ongoing
Jewish censure and discomfort. Toward the end of the 1980s, in the wake of
various demographic crises, the number of Jews living ín the former Federal
Republic stabilized and reached approximately 29,000 community members.
Most of these community members were the descendants of those who had
clung to the 'fleshpot' together with immigrants from Israel and refugees from
the countries of the Communist bloc. This situation would transform beyond
recognition in the early 1990s, with the latest wave of migration coming from
the Former Soviet Union. This article will focus on how- like many of the
narratives of migration and citizenship-the story of this migration is loaded
with historical irony and paradox.
East Germany, a state of negligible and negative importance ín the annals of
the Jews, was in fact the füst to open lts gates to Jewish migrants from the
Soviet Union. From its crystallization ín the early 1950s and up to the mid1980s the Jewish community ín East Germany remained on the sidelines.
Although theJewish community received generous financial support from the
state, East Germany Jews received lower índividual recognition than political
prisoners. Their unique status as victims was there by undermi.ned. ln the late
1980s some 400 community members were registered in only eight small
communities. East Germany was trapped in the rigid principles upon which its

5 Chaim Yahil (Hoffman), "Doh mishlahat hashelibim lesbeerit hapletah, 1945-1949," Yalkut
Moreshet 30 (Nov. 1980): 7-40; ibid. 31 (April 1981): 133-176, ibid, l 74.
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Iegitimacy rested. Even in the late eighties, it found it difficult to accept
bistorical guilt. East Germany had trouble taking responsibility for the
Holocaust, adequately discussing the major issues regarding relations between
Jews and Germans, and dealing with the issue of return of property and
reparations. 6 Meanwhile, and without major difficulty, East Germany took
exceptional steps within the area of Jewish migration during its brief period
of post-Communist independence. ln light of media reports about Jews in the
Soviet Union being subjected to antisemitic attacks, in early-June 1990 the East
German Council of Ministers decided to authorize the acceptance of Jewish
refugees from the Soviet Union. 7 This step was in line with the de Maiziere
government's efforts to establish the legitimacy of its independent sovereign
existence, a legitimacy that corresponded to East Germany's traditional selfperception as an anti-fascist state and as the land of those persecuted and
victimized by the Nazis.
ln April 1990, in the wake of these decisions, Jews began to arrive in East
Berlin from the Soviet Union. Between April and October of that year 2,650
Soviet Jews entered the country. 8 The symbolic significance of this step was
certainly greater than its actual impact. At the tin1e, West Germany blocked its
border to Jewish migrants from the Soviet Union, and demanded that East
Germany do likewise. 9 At this juncture Heinz Galinski, bead of the Central
Council of]ews in Germany, began to press the West German government to
accept these rnigrants above the regular quotas. 10 At the time, one doubts

6 More on the GDR ohstacles ín coming to tc1ms with the Nazi past in: M. Rainer Lepsius, "Das
Erbe des Nationalsozialismus und die politischc Kultur der Nachfolgestaatcn des 'GroBdeutschcn
Reiches' ," ín Kultur und Gesellschaft. Vcrhandlw1gen des 24. Deutschcn Soziologentags, dcs 1 1.
Österreichischcn Soziologentags und des 8. Kongresses der Schwcizcriscben Gesellschaft für
Soziologic in Zürich 1988, (Frankfurt a. M. and New York): 247-264; Olaf Groehlcr, "Der
HolocauM ín der Geschichtsschrcihung der DDR," ín Zwcicrlci Hewiiltigung. Vier Bcitrage über
den Umgang mit der NS-Vcrgangenheit inden beiden dcutschcn Staaten, ed. Ulrich Herberl and
Olaf Groehler (Hamburg: Ergebnisse, 1992): 41-66; Angelika Timm , "Der 9. November 1938 in
der politischen Kultur dcr DDR " ín Der Umgang mit dem Holocaust. Europa - llSA- ls rael, Rolf
Steinínger, ed. (Wicn: Bohlau, 1994); Constantin Goschler, '·Paternalismus und Verweigerung Die DDR und dic Wiedergutmachung für jüdische Verfolgte des Nationalsozialismus," Jahrbuch
für Antisemitismusforschung 2 (1993): 93-1 1i.
7 Robin Ostow, "Froru Objects of Administralion to Agents of Changc: Fourteen Years of PostSoviet Jcwish lmmigration to Germany," East European Jewish Affairs 33/ 2 (2003): t-6 ; Paul
Harris, "Jewish lmmigration to the New Germany. The Policy Making Process leading to the
Adoption of the 1991 Quota Refugee Law," Einwandcrung und Einbürgenmg in Ocutschland.
Ja hrbuch l\lligration, Dietrich TI1r.inhardt, ed. (Münster: Lit, 1997/ 1998), 105-147 .
8 Almuth Berger, "Ein Tabu der Nachkricgsgeschichte wird gebroch cn. Aufnahme mssischjüdischer Emigrnntcn in der DDR. Ei.n Zeitzeugenbericht, " Ausgerechnct Deutsch.land! Jüdischrussische Einwanderwig i1l die Bundcsrepublik, Dmitrij Belkin and Raphad Gross, eds. (Frankfurt
a.M: Jüdisches Museum ami Nicoai, 2010), 55-59.
9 Ha1Tis, Jewish Immigration , 122; Esú1er Weizsackcr, "Jüdische Migranten im geltenden
deutschen Staarsangehörigkeits- tmd Auslanderrccht," Zeitschrift für Ausliindcrrecht und
Auslanderpolitik 24 (2004): 93-101, 97.
10 Franziska Becker, Ankomruen in Dcutschland. Einwandenmgspolitik als biogrnphische
Erfahrung im MigrntionsprozeH russischcr Juden (Berlin: Rei1l1er, 2001), 45-50.
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whether he was aware of the far-reaching significance of this step far the future
of the Jewish community in Berlin in particular and in Germany in general.
Regarding this matter, in effect united Germany inherited the immigration
policy of the first elected government af the German Democratic Republic,
which was in fact its Iast independent gavernment. Given the circumstances,
it was faced with a complex dilemma: accarding ta its self-definition as a state
that did not encourage immigratian, it lacked the canstitutional mechanism
far legalization of this immigration. The Gennan palitical system, however,
found a way around some of the palitical and constitutianal abstacles. The
system found a magic formula that facilitated the immigratian af Jews ta a
country defined as a non-immigratian state. 11 On the basis af the precedent
set in the case of the Vietnamese refugees, the so-called "boat people, "
Germany granted the status of "quata refugees" to Jews from the Farmer Saviet
Union. This meant they were not required to provide individual proaf of
persecution in their country, and they were entitled to receive all the benefits
due ta refugees in Germany. 12 ln juridical language this is tenned an analagaus
application of the "refugees by quota" law, which was intended far purely
practical purposes. ln this manner Germany managed to extricate itself fram
an additional awkward situation, since granting the status of refugee through
an individual procedure would have implied that the Jews af the Farmer Saviet
Union were subject ta antisemitic persecution. Such an assertion would have
harmed Germany's relations with Russia and its internatianal interests. The
status of "quota refugees" absalved Germany of the need far constitutional
changes that wauld have delayed the process and generated public and media
debate, which it sought to avoid at all costs.
Between 1990 and 2005 some 220,000 immigrants arrived in Germany with
the status af "quota refugees". 13 Between 70,000 and 90,000 of them joined the
Jewish communities, which taday number approximately 110,000 members.

11 Interview with Wolfgang Schauble, Berlin, 8. July 2009, in Bclkin and Gross, Ausgcrechnet
Deutschland! , 53.
12 Gesetz über MaBnahmcn für im Rahmen humanitarer Hilfsaktionen aufgenommenc
Flüchtlingc vom 22. Juli 1980 (HumHAG), BGBI. I , 1057; !Iarris, Jewish Immigration , 140 ;
Gemot Bichlcr, "Auslanderrecht und jüdischc Emigration aus der friiheren Sowjenmion," in _Staat
- Souveranitat - Vcrfassung: festschrift für He lmut Quaritsch zum 70. Gcburtstag, Dietrich
Murswiek, Ulrich Storost and Heinrich A. Wolff, eds. (Berlin: Dunckcr & Hurnblot, 2000), 265283, 271.
1:$ for more statistical data: Mark Tolts, "Post-Soviet Aliyah and Jewish Dcmographic
Transformation," (Paper presentcd at the 15th World Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalcm,
lsrael , August 2-6, 2009) , http://jafi.ru/NR/rdonlyres/EB23392E-5578-4l3E4-1313EC7982AA18288/
80612/Tolts_ Kcncs2009Revised.pdf; Sonja Haug and Michael Wolf, "Jüdische Zuwandemng nach
Deutschland," Ncuc Zuwanderergruppen in Dcutschland. Matcrialicn zur Bevölkerungswissenschaft. Sonja Haug and Frank Swiaczny , eds. (Wicsbadcn: Hundesinstitut für Hevölkerung,
2006), 65-82, 71 ; Judith Kcssler, ''Homo Sovieticus in Disneyland: The Jcwish Cornmunities in
Gcnnany Today," The New Gcrman Jcwry and the European Context. The Return of thc
Europcan Jewish Diaspora, Y. Michal Bodernann, ed. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008),
131-143, 135.
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The number ofJews currently living in Germany is four times greater than the
number on the eve of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the reunification of
Germany. Germany's attractiveness to immigrants should be understood
against the background of a change in the U.S. policy on immigration, which
since 1990 no longer recognizes Jews from the Farmer Soviet Union as
refugees. It should also be viewed against the background of various political
developments in Israel tl1at have made it less attractive to immigrants at various
times. ln fact, between 2002 and 2005 Germany constituted the primary
destination of migration for Jews from the Farmer Soviet Union, and during
this period the Jewish community in Germany was the only one in Europe
with a growing membership. 11
ln 1990 the quota immigrants constituted only 3.5 percent of tlle
membership of the Jewish communities in Germany, whereas in 2003 their
proportion among the communities rose to 88 percent. Statistics do not do
justice to the significance of this increase, since they fail to reflect the tensions
and difficulties that accompanied the process. Many of these difficulties
stemmed from the disparity between the definitions that constitute the basis
for eligibility of in1migration from the Farmer Soviet Union in Germany and the
Jewish self-definition in Germany, as well as the disparity between the stated
objective of strengthening and regenerating Jewish lile in Germany and the
nature of the immigrants themselves. Prior to 2005, Germany, like Israel to
this day, did not use the halakhic definition (matrilineal descent) of a Jew to
establish eligibility for immigration. Those who wished to immigrate were
required to present passports and birth certificates, and the German autl10rities
thus determined eligibility for immigration according to tlle Soviet registration
of citizenship in tllese documents. According to the notorious paragraph five
introduced in the Soviet Union in the early thirties, registration of nationality
relied on the identity of the individual's father or mother. 15 The Soviet
registration does not, of course, correspond to tlle halakhic definition. For
this reason many of tllose eligible for immigration, and even more among their
family members, are not Jews according to halakba. 16 The number of those
who are not halakhic Jews, and who are tllerefore not eligible for membership
in the Jewish communities in Germany, is tllus greater than the number of
halakhic Jews who are eligible for membership in these communities. The
ortllodox religious orientation of the Jewish communities in Germany
currently makes fmding a söh-1tion difficult, given the disparity between the
Jewish-religious definition applied in Gennany and the Jewish-national
definition that was applied in the Soviet Union.

14 Darbara Dietz, l Jwe Lebok and Pavel Polian, •·n,e Jewish Emigration from ú1e f'ormer Soviet
Union to Germany," lnternational Migration 40/2 (2002): 29-47, 30.
15 Zvi Gitclman, "Decom.ing Jewish in Russia and Ukraine," New Jewish Idemities:
Contemporary Europe and lkyond, Zvi Gitelman, Barry Kosmin and András Kovács, eds.
(Budapest and New York: Ccntral European University Press, 2003), 105-138, 108.
16 Mark Tolts, "Demographisc he Trends untcr dcn Juden der ebemaligen Sowjetun.ion, in :
RussischeJuden und Transnationale Diaspora," Menora I 5 (2005): 15-44, 56.
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The magic juridical formula-Kontingentflüchtlinge (contingent
refugees)-intended to introduce some flexibility into the bureaucratic
procedure and to avoid public debate on the issue. Thus, the formula
generated many contradictions that have long-term implications for the future
ofGermanJewry. At the same time it has created contradictions in the relations
between the German public and the Jewish immigrants. lt was difficult to
divorce the legal formula from the conventional images adhering to the status
of immigrant, and when these failed to match the character and status of the
actual Russian-]ewish immigrants, the disparity between image and reality
eroded the stature of the immigrants. 17 It is customary to conceive of the path
of the asylum seeker as a linear one, ín which he or she abandons the
motherland and flees to the land of asylum leaving all behind. This conception
was clearly manifested in the past in the usual manner of dealing with asylum
seekers, when Germany would take the refugee's papers, return them to the
homeland, and provide him or her with refugee documents according to the
Geneva Convention. This was not the procedure that Germany chose to adopt
in the case of the Jewish quota-immigrants. While it did indeed initially take
away their papers, it did not supply them with refugee papers, but instead
gave them a German laissez passé (Deutscher Reiseausweis). Germany chose
this way out in order to avoid any diplomatic tension that may have arisen in
light of the fact that the request for asylum could have been construed as
implying that Jews were being persecuted in the Soviet successor states.
United Germany allowed the immigrants to retain their former nationality at a
later stage thereby, in effect, enabling free movement between their homeland
and their adopted country. Incidentally, from 1991 onward the Soviet Union
ceased to require its citizens to relinquish Soviet citizenship upon receiving an
emigration visa. 111 Possession of Soviet documents did not present a juridical
problem from the official German perspective since, as mentioned, Gem1any
utilized the analogical application of the Kontingentsflüchtlingsgesetz
(Contingent Refugee Law) in the case of immigration from the Former Soviet
Union. Yet this trans-national freedom of movement undermined the status of
the immigrants as persecuted persons in the eyes of the public. 19 Moreover, the
fact that some of the quota-immigrants used their freedom of movement for
economic gain made their overall motivations suspect in the eyes of many.
This migration was soon portrayed as motivated by economic considerations,
as opposed to migration stemming from antisemitic persecution as presented
in the public debate at the outset of this wave of migration. This portrayal
presented predicaments to immigrants whose individual motivation for
migration differed from this paradigm, and who therefore found it clifficult to
conform to the image of persecuted victim attributed to them. 20
17 Becker, Ankommen ín Deutschland, 59-66.
18 Haug ami Wolf, Jüdische Zuwamlemng, 66.
19 Ileckcr, Ankommcn in Demschland, 601'.
20 Karen Körber, "Puschki.n oder Thora? Dt:r Wandel der jüdischcn Gemeínden in
Dcutsdlland," Tcl Aviver Jahrbuch für dcutsche Geschichte 37 (2009): 233-254.
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This problematical status was compounded by an additional problem: As
part of its federal system Germany treated the "quota refugees" in the same
way that it treated all refugees. The country distributed them according to the
"Königstein index" (Königsteiner Schlüssel), which is intended to distribute
the burden of absorption across Germany, in accordance with the income tax
levels and population síze in each of the German provinces. 21 This policy,
applied from the outset of the immigration, caused many immigrants to be
placed in locations where Jews had not lived for several decades. The principle
of distribution oríginated mostly from internal German needs, but one may
doubt whether it served the other objective ofbringingJews to Gern1any and
effecting the revival ofJewish life. Given the absence of a local Jewisb tradition
in many of the absorbing locatíons, and the absence of any homegrown
tradition among the Jewísh graduates of Sovíet atheísm, the process of revíving
Jewish life encountered difficulties from the start. These hurdles were
particularly apparent ín the territories of the former East Germany. These
territories had hopes for the revíval of the traditions of German-Jewish
symbiosis that existed prior to the rise of the Nazis, and they often pinned
these hopes on the immigrants. 22 RussianJews were regarded as migrants to a
Jewish-German past, and in practice to its mundane representations in the eyes
of the German environment-the localJewish communities. The undermining
of thís ascription may have been due to the fact that some of the Russian
Jewish immigrants were not halakhic Jews and could not join the
con1mw1íties, or because their ethnic self-perception did not match the Jewish
communal religious definition, or because they had no desire nor interest ín
issues of identity, at least not in the Jewish-German one. Regardless of the
reason, their position did serious hann to their prestige in the eyes of the local
population and naturally considerably ha.mpered the immigrants' relations with
the established German-Jewish communities.
Added to the difficulty of the immígrants' position in society was the
economic hardship experíenced by many of the inunigrants. They were sent
to areas with few ernployment opportunities and were then forced to remain
there for some time, since their absorption allowance is conditional upon their
remaining in the location to which they were sent. The "quota refugees"
generally suffered from high unernployment levels, in part because of their
lack of German, but also because of the strict process whereby degrees and
professíonal training were gr_a nted recognition in Germany. 23 While the

21 Sonja Haug in collaberation with Pctcr Schimany, Jüdische Zuwanderer in Deutschland.
Ein Überblick über den Stand der Forschung, (Bundesamt fiir Migration und Flüchtlinge, Working
Papers 3/2005), 4-5.
22 Karcn Körber, Juden, Russcn, Emigranten. ldentiüitskunflikte jüdischer Einwanderer in
ciner ustdeutschen Stadt (Frankfurt a.M .: Campus Verlag 2005); Karen Körber, "Von Samarkand
nach Schortewitz. Die Ei.nwanderung russischsprnchigc rJuden nach Ostdeutschl,u,d ," in Belkin
and Gross, Ausgerechnet Deutschland! , 62-64.
23 Sonja Haug in collaberation with Michael Wolf, Sozialdemographische Merkmale,
Berufsstruktur llJld Verwandschaftsnctzwerke jüdiscber Zuwandercr. Projekt Zuwandcrer aus
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conditions for íntegration ínto the labor market in Germany remaíned harsh,
the German welfare state enabled, and ín fact encouraged, the immigrants to
remain outside the labor market by offering them generous and prolonged
assistance. 24 This policy paradoxically reinforced the immigrants' ties to the
Jewish conununities, not because the communities offered religious and
spiritual services, but primarily because of the many services they provided ín
the area of social welfare.
The "quota refugees" were brought to Germany ín an exceptional political
move designed to reviveJewish life ín Germany followíng the Holocaust. From
the outset this objective produced tension between the established Jewish
conununities and the new immigrants, which was a product of the disparity
between the immigrants' profiles and the expectations linked to their arrival.
An employee with the Berlin conununity'sJewish welfare department recently
wrote, "[T]he typical Jewish Soviet immigrant of the 1990s is apolitical,
secularized and Westem-oriented, very strongly defined by the Soviet system
and has a high percentage of non:Jewish family members. "25 This employee
sununarized her decade-long activity in the largest of the Jewish conununities
ín Germany-and the most attractive to immigrants-by characterizíng the
typical profi.le of the post-Soviet migrant and expressíng the disappoíntment
felt by the conununities toward their new members. Due to the assumptions
shared by the German political system and the Jewish establishment ín
Germany, the new inunigrants were assigned to existing communities from
the outset, leaving them no individual choice in the matter. ln a fascinating
article written recently by Jannis Panagiotidis-ín which be compares the legal
status and administrative treatment of ethnic German immigrants to that of
the "quota refugees"-he analyzes the manner in which the identity of the
refugees was created in the new state by means of, and according to,
administrative definitions. 26 He demonstrates that over a period of several
decades the classification of immigrants from Eastern Europe remaíned
unclear, and the two categories-German andJewish-did not contradict each
other. That fuzzy and ambiguous category, "German culture circles"
(Deutscher Kulturkreis), constituted a broad and inclusive basis for members
of the German minority and for those of Jewish origín. It was only with the

Russland und anderen GUS-Staaten - jüdische Zuwanderer, Referat Migrations- und
Integrationsforschungt dcs Bundesamtcs fiir Migration und Flüchtlinge. Working Papcr 8 der
forschungsgruppe des Bundesamtes 2007, :33-34; Yinon Cohcn & lrena Kogan, "Next Ycar in
Jenisalem ... or in Cologne? l .abour Market lntegration of Jewish lmmigr;mts from the Formcr
Soviet Union in lsrael and Gennany in the I 990s," European Sociological Rcview 23/2 (2007):
155-168.
24 Yinon Cohen & lrena Kogan, "Jewish immigrants from the former Sovie t Union in Germany
and Isracl," The Leo Baeck Yearbook 50 (2005): 249-265; Kessler, Homo Sovicticus in
Disneyland , 1:33.
25 Ibid.
26 Jannis Panagiotidis, "Deutsche und jüdische Zuwanderer in dic Bundesrepublik De utschland. Eine Beziehungsgeschichte," Ausgerechnet Dcutschland! (Belkin and Gross) , 79-81.
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collapse of the Eastern bloc and the shaping of the "quota refugees" practice
that an impassable barrier was first erected between them. From the moment
that they were classified as Germans or Jews a whole set of different
administrative expectations and practices were applied to them. These
expectations and practices were designed to facilitate the absorption of
members of the German minority within German society on the one hand, and
the preservation of the separate identity of "quota refugees" as Jews on the
other. Panagiotidis points to the policy regarding name change as a good
example of this. While German bureaucracy encouraged members of the
German minority to exchange Slavic names for German ones, in order to
bolster their status as members of the German body politic and blur their
identification as aliens, this practice was not applied to the "quota refugees. "
Panagiotidis' assertion is reinforced through observing the overall, a priori,
assignment of "quota refugees" to the Jewish communities and the
implications thereof. The emphasis placed on the immigrants' identity asJews
underlay the legitimacy of their migration and continued to generate severe
inner contradictions. The understandable expectation that the immigrants
would exhibit a clear spiritual-religious affinity with the local communities was
repeatedly dashed and often led to disappointment with the fact that the
immigrants' connection to the existing communities stemmed primarily from
the array of welfare services that they provided. The need for these welfare
services was likewise linked to the special status of the "quota refugees," who
did not possess German citizenship. Unlike ethnic German immigrants, the
"quota refugees" did not accrue employment benefits and they were barred
from serving in civil service posts that required German citizenship. This
severely limited their income and their levei of employment in the German
economy. From the outset, this pattern of needs and relationships has
structured contact between immigrant and established community as a relation
of patronage between veteran and immigrant. The inlllligrants are obliged to
utilize the services of the community, but they often experience the religiouscultural program that accompanies the educational and cultural services as a
form of coercion resembling the Soviet indoctrination that they left behind.
Franziska Becker has successfully summarized tbe paradox that emerges from
this encounter in the following terms:
The special dilemma of Jews ~ Germany become more than clear at the time of
migration to Germany: on the o ne hand the "newcomers" do save the Jewish
communities from a merely quantitative perspective, on the other hand thcy
strengthen the change from a religious self-understanding to a morc ethnically
oriented interest group ofJews. i-

27 "Mit dem Zuwanclcrungsprozel~ wird das bcsondere Dilemma clcr Juden in Deutschland
iibercleutlich: Auf der e inen Seite retten die 'Neuen ' <lie jii<lischen Gemeindcn quantitativ, auf
der anclcren Seite verstarken sic <leren Wandlungsprozef, weg von einem rcligiöscn
Selbstverstiindnis hin zu einer Interesscnvertrettmg jüdischen Mcnschen." Ilecker, Angekommen
ín Deutschlancl, 74.
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From the communities' perspective the immigrants are severely testing their
religious and historical identity. The immigrants do not share the same memory
of the Holocaust as the veteran Jewish community, which is shaped by the
discourse of German guilt and responsibility, and constitutes the comer stone
of the Jewish community's cultural identity. Their only shared collective
memory is the Soviet collective memory of victory over Nazi Germany in the
"Great Patriotic War. "28 The general image of the "quota refugees" as victors,
especially among World War II veterans, is incompatible with the collective
memory that förmed among German Jews over the last six decades.
Paradoxically, it is this memory that makes immigration easier for them in the
symbolic sense, since one may say with a modicum of exaggeration that they
are not required to migrate to the land of the murderer, but rather to the land
of the vanquished.
When Germany chose to open its gates it probably did not foresee these
difficulties that were indirectly generated due to the disparity between the
abstract principle of reviving Jewish life and the concrete presence of the
immigrants. Amid the overall national German considerations, the number of
Jewish immigrants appears negligible in comparison to the approximately
three million ethnic Germans from the Farmer Soviet Union who began to
pour into the country during the same period. Yet the Jewish urban
immigrants were mostly from the European parts of the Farmer Soviet Union,
and over fifty percent of them possessed higher education. As a result, the
professional potential of the "quota refugees" appeared greater than that of
the labor immigrants. ln any event, the symbolic value attached to the revival
ofJewish life in Germany was greater than any practical consideration. Yet, in
the face of difficulties and with the de facto, but undeclared, support of the
Jewish establishment in Germany, in 2005 the German government chose to
annul the "quota refugees" procedure and to apply different criteria. 29 From
this year onward receipt of an entry visa to Germany was made conditional
upon proof that the immigrant and members of his family had a command of
the German Ianguage, that he or she was eligible for acceptance into the
Jewish community in Germany, and that he or she was able to provide proof
of his ability to make a living in the country. Through this change Germany
indirectly applied the halakhic definition to the potential immigrants and
drastically reduced the scope of immigralion for those with little potential of
being absorbed into tl1e German labor market and German society. This was,
in effect, the end of the wave of mass migration from the Farmer Soviet Union
to Germany, and in recent years the annual number of immigrants stands at
around two thousand. Even though there is still a trickle, the phenomenon of
mass post-Soviet migration to Germany following unification can now be
regarded as history.
28 Körben, "Puschkin ode r Thora," 247-249; Dan Diner, "Deutsch-jüdisch-rnssische
Paradoxien oder Vcrsuch eines Kom.menta rs a us Sicht des llistorikers," Ausgercchnet
Deurschlaml! (Belkin anú Gross), 18-20.
29 Sonja Haug in collaboration with Mic hael Wou·, Sozialdemogr.iph.ische MerkmaJe, 7-8.
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Did this immigration meet the expectations of its proponents? At this stage
many different and even contradictory answers are offered to this question.
The relatively high proportion of elderly among the immigrants, along with
the relatively low birth rate, presents limited prospects for natural growth of
the Jewish population and raises doubts about the future of German Jewry. 30
From the perspective of the unknown future the demographers may be right;
but from the perspective of the present, and particularly in the face of the
recent past, Jewish life in Germany-and the Jewish life of the immigrants
from the Farmer Soviet Union who have come to Germany-has clearly
undergone a genuine process of regeneration over the past two decades.
ln 1951, YahiJ apprehensively observed the manner in which the Cold War
was cutting off the Jewish people from its reserves, just as mono-national
peoples' democracies were emerging in the East. Yahil asserted, "Without
minorities, the problem regarding their protection and the preservation of
their cultural and social autonomy naturally becomes apparent. "31 Yahil further
explained: "The Jews have remained the last national minority in Europe and
their fate can no longer be different from that of the other minorities. They
must relinquish either their residence or their singularity. They must forsake
their country of residence or their people, their citizenship or their
nationality."32 Yet the totalitarian nature ofthe new regimes indicated that the
Jews would not make the choice. ln Yalill's perspective, theywould be subject
to imprisonment within these states: "They will be condemned to submersion
within the peoples among whom they live, and the physical extermi.nation of
the majority of our people in Europe will be completed by the forced
assimilation of the remaining rninority. "35 Yahil' s observations were far-reaching
for his tin1e and came to pass for the most part. The latent ethnicity, which was
all that the Soviet regi.me allowed theJews living in its territory, is, through the
process of migration, currently confronting a Jewish-German ethnic-religious
identity. Tt is facing the identity of the communities förmed in Germany from
the remnants of localJewry, and the descendants of those obstinate <lisplaced
persons who clung to the 'fleshpot'. The delegitimization of Jewish life in
Germany loses its relevance through tlús encounter. One may debate whether
quantity generates quality, but it does create a presence along with continuity
an<l stability. It was constantly <leclared that Jews lived out of suitcases, that
their lives in Germany were just temporary. Now wc can assert that the
temporary has become perrrtar:ient. Even so, such a standpoint has lost its hold
in a world of mobility. We now live ina trans-national and open world, i.n
which the onerous bond hetween nationality and citizenship in Gem1any as
well other countries of the European Union is being loosened at last and
entirely new possibilities of identity, ascription, and belonging, are becoming
available.
30 Mark Tults, De mographisch c Trends, 39; Die tz, Lcbok and Polian, Thc Jewish Emigration.
31 Yahil, "Doh mishlahat hashelihim lesh eerit haplct:1h," 170.
32 Ibid, 17 1.
3:S Ibid.
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